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Abstract
This thesis consists of two parts, each part concentrating on a different problem 
from the  theory of Stochastic Integration. Chapter 1 contains the introduction 
explaining the results in this dissertation in general terms. We use the infinite di­
mensional space <S'(K), which is the dual of the Schwartz space S(M), endowed with 
the gaussian measure [i. The Hilbert space (L2) is defined as (L2) =  L 2(S'(R), (i), 
and our results are based on the Gel’fand triple (S)p  c  (L2) C (S)£- The necessary 
preliminary background in white noise analysis are well elaborated in Chapter 2.
In the first part of the dissertation we present a generalization of the Ito Formula 
to anticipating processes in the white noise framework. This is contained in Chapter 
3. We first introduce an extension of the Ito integral to anticipating processes 
called the Hitsuda Skorokhod integral. We then use the anticipating Ito formula for 
processes of the type 9(X(t), B(c)),  where X ( t)  is a Wiener integral and B(t)  =  
(•> l[o,t)) is Brownian motion for a < c < b, which was obtained in [21] as a 
m otivation to obtain our first main result. In this result, we generalize the formula 
in [21] to  processes of the form 0 ( X ( t ) ,F ) where X (t)  is a Wiener integral and 
F  E W 1/2. The space W 1/2 is a special subspace of (L2).
C hapter 4 contains the second part of our work. We first state the Clark-Ocone 
(C-O) formula in the white noise framework. Before the main result we verify the 
formula for Brownian functionals using the very im portant white noise tool, the S-  
transform . Previous proofs of this formula have not used this method. As our second 
m ain result, we extend the formula to generalized Brownian functionals of the form 
$  =  £ ~ =0(: '®n: i fn)i where f n E L 2(R)®n. The formula for such $  takes on the 
same form  as that for Brownian functionals. As examples we verify the formula
iv
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for the Hermite Brownian functional : B (t)n : t using the Ito formula. We also 
compute the C-O formula for the Donsker’s delta function using the result for the 
Hermite Brownian functional. Finally, the formula is generalized to compositions 
of tempered distributions with Brownian motion, i.e, to functionals of the form 
where /  €  <S'(IR) and B(t) = (-, l[o,t]) is Brownian motion.
v
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In the first paxt of this dissertation we prove in the white noise framework the 
anticipating Ito formula
e ( x ( t ) ,F )  =  « ( x ( o ) , f )  + J ‘ a; ( f ( s ) ^ ( x ( s ) , F ) ^  ds
1 /*£ fpQ r l rPR
+  2  J  m 2g - s m s ) , F ) d s  + J  f ( s ) ( d , F ) - ^ ( X ( s ) , F ) d s ,
(1.1)
where /  6  L°°([a, 6]), X (t)  =  f* f(s)dB (s)  is a W iener integral, F  €  W 1//2, 9 £  
C2{E2) and the integral / a£ 9t* (/(s)|j(A T(s), F ))  ds is a  Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral 
as introduced by Hitsuda [9] and Skorokhod [31].
As our second result, we study the Clark-Ocone representation formula [4] [27] 
for Brownian functionals F  £  W 1//2 given by
F  =  F (F )  4- J  E(dtF \F t) dB (t) .  (1.2)
Since E{dtF  | F t) is nonanticipating, equation (1.2) can be rewritten as
F  =  F (F )  +  J  d*t E (d tF \F t) di. (1.3)
We verify this equation for Brownian functionals using the 5-transform . Then 
we extend this representation to generalized functions $  in the Kondratiev-Streit 
space satisfying the conditions $  =  '<8>n; >fn), fn  £  L 2(R)®n.
Since the Hermite Brownian functional plays a very im portant role in white 
noise analysis, using the Ito formula, we verify its Clark-Ocone representation. As 
a specific example of a generalized Brownian functional th a t meets our conditions,
1
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we compute the  Clark-Ocone formula for the Donsker’s d e lta  function which is
+  L  (1'4)
This formula relies heavily on the representation for the H erm ite Brownian func­
tional. Finally, we generalize the Clark-Ocone formula to com positions of tempered 
distributions with Brownian motion, i.e, to generalized Brow nian functionals of the 
form f { B ( t )) where /  €  «S'(K). As an observation, ano ther generalization of the 
Clark-Ocone formula was obtained in [6] for regular generalized functions in the 
space (<S)* which is larger than our space (<S)£, 0 <  /5 <  1. B ut we have a stronger 
result than the one in [6].
2
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Chapter 2. Background
In this chapter the basic concepts and notations from W hite Noise Analysis of 
interest to  our work are introduced. T he proofs for the  necessary theorems are not 
presented in here and the interested reader is provided w ith the relevant references.
2.1 Concept and Notations
Let E  be a real separable Hilbert space w ith norm  | • |0. Let A be a densely 
defined self-adjoint operator on E ,  whose eigenvalues {An}ri>1 satisfy the  following 
conditions:
•  1 <  Al <  A2 ^  A3 <: • • • .
* ^  <  OO.
For any p > 0, let £p be the completion of E  w ith  respect to the norm | / | p :=  jA p/ \ q. 
We note th a t £p is a Hilbert space w ith the norm | • |p and £p C £q for any p > q. 
The second condition on the eigenvalues above implies tha t the inclusion map 
i : £p+i — > £p is a  Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
Let
£ =  the projective lim it of {£p \ p  >  0},
£' =  the dual space o f£ .
Then the space £  — f lP>o £p equipped w ith the topology given by the family 
(I ’ lp}p>o ° f  semi-norms is a nuclear space. Hence £  C E  c  £' is a Gel’fand triple 
with the following continuous inclusions:
£  c  £q c  £p c  E  c  £p c  £'q c  £ ', g > p >  0.
We used the Riesz Representation Theorem  to identify the dual of E  w ith itself.
3
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It can be shown th a t for all p > 0, the dual space £p is isomorphic to £ - p, which 
is the completion of the space E  with respect to the norm | / |_ P =  \A~pf  |0.
Minlo’s theorem  allows us to define a unique probability measure p. on the Borel 
subsets of £ ' w ith  the property tha t for all /  G £, the random variable (•, / )  is 
normally d istributed with mean 0 and variance |/ |q . We are using ( , ) to denote 
the duality between £' and £. This means th a t the characteristic functional of p  
is given by
[  ei{x&dp{x) =  e- 5 |f|S, Vf 6 £. (2.1)
JS'
The probability space (£ ',p )  is called the white noise space. The space L 2(£ ',p)  
will be denoted by (L 2); i.e., (L2) is the set of functions ip : £' — >■ C such that ip 
is measurable and f £, \ip{x)\2dp{x) < oo. If we denote by E c the complexification 
of E,  the W iener-Ito Theorem allows us to associate to each <p 6  (L2) a unique 
sequence { f n}n>o, fn  6  E f n and express cp as cp =  X ^L 0/n(/n) where /„ (/„ ) is 
a multiple W iener integral of order n  (see [11]). This decomposition is similar to 
what is referred to  as the “Fock-Space decomposition” as shown in [26].
The (Z/2)-norm || ip ||o of ip is given by
OO
I I V 112= £  n< I / „  12,
n = 0
where | • |o denotes the ^ " - n o r m  induced from the norm | • |0 on E.  For any 
p > 0, let | • |p be the £®"-norm induced from the norm | • |p on £v and define
II <P I I , =  (
Let
(£p) =  {<p G (L2) ; || cp ||p<  oo}.
4
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If 0 <  p < q, then (£q) C (£p) with the property that for any q > 0, there exists 
p > q such th a t the inclusion map Ip<q : (£p) «-»• (£q) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
and  || / p><7 ||fl-5 <  (1— || ip,q lllrs)-1 where ip<q is the inclusion map from £p into £q 
as noted earlier on.
Analogous to the way £  was defined, we also define
(£) =  the projective limit of {(£p) ;p  >  0},
(£)* =  the dual space of (£).
W ith  the above result, (£) =  f jp>0(£p) with the topology generated by the family 
{|| • ||p ;P  >  0} norms. It is a nuclear space forming the infinite dimensional 
Gel’fand triple (£) C  (L2) C (£)*. Moreover we have the following continuous 
inclusions
(£) C (£,) C (£p) C (£2) C (£-„) C (£_,) C (£)-, q > p  > 0.
T he elements in (£) are called test functions on £' while the elements in (£ )m are 
called generalized functions on £'. The bilinear pairing between (£) and (£)* is 
denoted by ((•, •)). If ip €  (L2) and ip 6  {£) then ({(p,ip)) =  (cp,ip), where (•, •) is 
the inner product on the complex Hilbert space (L2).
An element <p €  (£) has a unique representation as <p = Yl^Lo ^n(fn), fn  £  £ f n 
w ith the  norm
OO
IMIP =  n!l/nl5 <  OO, V p> 0.
n —0
Similarly, an element (p G {£)' can be written as <p = Y^=o In(Fn) i Fn £  (£'c)®n 
w ith the  norm
OO
ii *  i i - p =  E n !  i i - p .
n = 0
5
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T he bilineax pairing between <f) and <p is then represented as
OO
« A v »  =
71=0
K ondratiev and Streit (see Chapter 4 in [21]) constructed a wider Gel’fand triple 
than  the one above in the following way:
Let 0 <  0  < 1 be a fixed number. For each p > 0, define
IM l,t> = ( E ( n!) l w ICAP)®"/’'l2
V n = 0
and let
{Sp)fi =  (.L2); M \ P,p <  0 0 }.
It should be noted here that (£0 )/? #  (L2) unless 0  =  0. Similarly to the above 
setting, for any p > q > 0, we have (£p)/j C (£q)p and the inclusion map (£p+q )0 
(£p)/3 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for some positive constant a.
Let
(£)/? =  the projective limit of {(£p)^;p  >  0},
(£)*p = the dual space of (£)$.
Then (£)p is a nuclear space and we have the Gel’fand triple {£)p C (L2) c  (£)£ 
with the following continuous inclusions:
(£)„ c  (£r) ,  c  (Z,2) c  (£p) |  c  (£);, p > 0,
where the norm on (£p)^ is given by
r-
Thus we have the following relationships with the earlier Gel’fand triple first dis­
cussed:
(£)„ C (£) C (L2) c  (£)* c  (£)£.
6
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IM U -0  =  ( f > ! ) 1- '’l(A -’')®'7,.l?
\ n = 0
An even wider Gel’fand triple was introduced in [5] to create what is known as 
the Cochran-Kuo-Sengupta (CKS) space. The interested reader is referred to that 
paper for its construction.
2.2 Hermite Polynomials, Wick Tensors, and 
Multiple Wiener Integrals
The Hermite polynomial of degree n  with parameter a 2 is defined by
: x n :a2— (—a2)ne ^ D 2e ~ ^ .
These polynomials have a generating function given by
^ ^ : x n . v = e £x- ^ 2£2. (2.2)
n U -n= 0
The following formulas are also helpful:
[n/2]i"/ ■‘•j /  \
: z"  Y, Lk)(2k ~
f c = 0  '  '
where (2k — 1)!! =  (2k — 1)(2A; — 3) • • -3.1 with (—1)!! =  1.
The trace operator is the element r  E (£ ')®2 defined by
( r , f  ®7?) =  <<f, 77), £ ,7 7  e S c.
Let x  E S'. The Wick tensor : re®71: of an element x  is defined as
[n/2]
: x®n
: =  Y  ( 2k )  <'2k ~
(2.3)
[n/~l /■ \
=  £  ( 2 /fc) (2A -  1>!!ct” : <2-4>
k=0
where r  is the trace operator. The following formula similar to equation (2.3) is
also im portant for Wick tensors, i.e.,
[n/2]
x®n =  [ 2 k ) ( ? k  -  1)!! : x®("-2*0 : 0 Tk_
k=0 '  '
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
For x  € S ' and f  E £, the following equalities related to Wick tensors hold:
In order to make m athem atical computations concerning multiple Wiener inte­
grals easier, they are expressed in terms of Wick tensors. This is achieved via two 
statements as follows (see Theorem 5.4 [21]).
1. Let hi, h2, ■ • • E E  be orthogonal and let n x + n 2 4 =  n. Then for almost
all x  E S', we have
where In(f) (x )  is a multiple Wiener integral of order n. W ith this relationship, we 
are able to write test functions and generalized functions in terms of Wick tensors 
as follows: Any element <p E (L 2) can be expressed as
2. Let /  E E f n. Then for almost all x  E S',
OO
’■ : ^  _  a -e - for * G fn  6  E f n.
71=0
Suppose ip G (S). Since S f n is dense in E f n, we have
OO
For an element <f> G (Sp)*, it follows that
OO
8
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2.3 The White Noise Differential Operator
Let y € £ '  and cp = (: x®n : , f )  E (£)p- I t can be shown that the directional 
derivative
g g y ( « + » ) - ^ ) = n ( : ^ 1), ^ l / ) ,
where ?/<S>r : E f n — > is the unique continuous and linear map such that
y®i9®n = (y ,9 )g®in- l\  9 e  E c.
This shows th a t the function (p has Gateaux derivative Dycp. For general <p(x) =  
£ ~ 0(: x<S>n: > fn)i fn S £®n, we define an operator Dy on (£)-$ as
OO
Dyip{x) =  ] P n ( :  :r®(n_1) : ,y® ifn)-
71=1
It can be shown that Dy is a continuous linear operator on (£)p (see section 9.1, 
[21]). By the duality between (£)£ and (£)$ the adjoint operator D* of Dy can be 
defined by
*  s  (£)’ . v  e  (£)■
Now let £  be the Schwartz space of all infinitely differentiable functions /  : E  — > E  
such that Vra, fceN ,
sup
xeR (—)\ d x k Jx " h z r  /(* ) < 0 0
If we take y =  6t , the Dirac delta function a t t, then
1. dt =  Dst is called the white noise differential operator, or the Hida differential 
operator , or the annihilation operator,
2. =  Dgt is called the creation operator, and
3. For <p E B{t)<p = dtcp +  d^cp is called white noise multiplication.
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.4 Characterization Theorems and
Convergence of Generalized Functions
Let h  6  E c. T h e  renormalization : : of is defined by




: e(-,h): —  ̂ (2.6)
If f  €  £c, then  : e<-',h') : € E  (£)p for all 0 <  ft < 1. If y  G £ ', then : e^ : € (£)p-
For such a y  a n d  <f we have
((: e{'y\  : e<‘*>: »  = e M . (2.7)
The renorm alized exponential functions {: : | £ £  £c} are linearly independent
and span a dense subspace of (£)$.
For all $  €  [£)(), the 5-transform 5<£ of $  is defined to be the function on £c 
given by
S * ( f ) = ( ( « , : e < - « : » ,  ? € £ ,  (2.8)
The 5-transform  is an injective function because the exponential functions span a 
dense subspace of (£ )p . By using the 5-transform, we can extend the operator dt 
from (S )/3 to  th e  space (S)£ as follows.
For $  £  (<S)/3, let .F(f) =  5 $ (f)  and let F '(£ ;t)  be the functional derivative of 
F  at f . The function F  is said to have the first variation if it satisfies the condition
H i  +  Si) =  F (0  +  SF(0 +  o(S{), ( ,  Si e  5(R),
10
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where 6F(£)  is given, by
<5F(?)= /V (£ i)< 5 ? ( t )* .
D e fin itio n  2 .1 . (see [20]). Suppose that F '(xr ,t)  where f  6  5(K) is the S-transform  
of some generalized function. Then we define to be the generalized function with
S-transform F '(£;t), i.e.,
S{dt* m = F ' t e t ) ,  ^ 6  5(B ).
E x am p le . The Hermite Brownian functional gives us the following
*  =  ( : . ® " : f ljg,>,
f (o  =  5 « ( o =
6F(£) =  n£(£)n_16f(f) =  ^ n l [0,t](u)f(u)n-15f(u) du,
F ' f c t )  =  n l [0,£](£)f(£)n~l =  n£(£)n_1,
W = n ( : . n- l : l l g S “ l})-
The main purpose of the 5-transform is to change an otherwise infinite-dimensional 
object into a finite-dimensional one. By so doing, ordinary calculus can be applied 
to the finite-dimensional case before finally reconverting it back (if possible) into 
the infinite-dimensional setup. A good example is when solving white noise stochas­
tic differential equations. As it was done in chapter 13 of [21], the 5-transform  was 
first applied to the white noise differential equation thereby obtaining an ordinary 
differential equation, before solving it and then reconverting the result back to  the 
white noise setup. It is therefore necessary to have unique characterization the­
orems for both test and generalized functions which we will sta te  w ithout proof. 
The interested reader is referred to [21] chapter 8. We will sta rt by characterizing 
generalized functions in the following theorem. The next theorem will then  char-
11
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acterize test functions; and in both cases, the 5-transform  plays a very im portant 
role.
T h e o re m  2.2. Let $  E {£&)*• Then its 5-transform  F  =  5 $  satisfies the  condi­
tion:
(a) For any £ and 77 in £c, the function F(zff  +  77) is an entire function of z  €  C.
(b) There exists nonnegative constants K , a, and p  such tha t
|F ( £ ) |< t f e x p a|£|p- E Sc
Conversely, suppose a function F  defined on £c satisfies the above two conditions. 
Then there exists a unique <3> E (£)£ such th a t F  =  5 $  and for any q satisfying 
the condition that e2 ( jftp) ||A_('7_p) <  1 , the following inequality holds:
- 1 /2
T h eo re m  2.3. Let F  be a function on £c satisfying the conditions:
(a) For any £ and 77 in Sc, the function F (z£  +  77) is an entire function o f z  E C.
(b) There exists positive constants K ,a , and p such that
|F (£)| <  K exp I+F Vf E Sc.
Then there exists a unique ep E (£/?)* such that F  = Sep. In fact, <p E {£q)p fo r  any 
q E [0, 0 0 ) satisfying the condition e2 (i+y?) ||̂ 4 -(p-?)||2 5̂ <- 1 an(£
M i *  < K  1
1+/3 - 1 /2
IIA
In the next theorem, we state the necessary and sufficient condition for de­
termining the convergence of generalized functions. This is done in terms of the 
5-transform. For a proof, see Theorem 8 . 6  in [2 1 ].
12
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T h e o re m  2.4 . Let <£n E (£)'p and Fn = S<&n. Then converges strongly in {£)p 
i f  and only i f  the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) limn_+00 Fn(£) exists for each £ €  £c.
(b) There exists nonnegative constants K ,a ,  andp, independent of n, such that
|F n ( £ ) l  <  K exp a |fl Vn 6  N, £ E £c.
2.5 Pettis and Bochner Integrals
Let (M, B, m)  be a sigma-finite measure space. Let X be a Banach space with norm 
|| • ||. A function /  : M  — X is called weakly measurable if (w , /(■)) is measurable 
for each w E X* (with the understanding th a t (•, •) denotes the bilinear pairing 
of X* and X). A weakly measurable X-valued function /  on M  is called Pettis 
integrable if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) For any w E X*, (w , /(•)) E L l (M ).
(2) For any E  E B, there exists an element J e  E X such that
(w , J e ) =  I  (w, f (u ) )  dm(u), Vw E  X*.
J e
This Je  is unique. It is denoted by (P ) f E f (u )  dm(u) and is called the Pettis in­
tegral of /  on E. It is noted that if X is reflexive, then /  is Pettis integrable if and 
only if /  is weakly measurable and (w, / (•))  E L 1(M) for each w  E X*.
Let f  : M  —> X be a countably-valued function given by /  =  x k^Ek, Ek £  B 
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For any E  G B, the Bochner integral of F  on E  is defined by
r00
(B) /  f (u )  dm (u ) =  x km (E  n  E k) 
J e . .
A function /  : M  — X is said to be alm ost separably-valued if there exists a set
i?o such th a t m (E 0) =  0 and the set f ( M \ E 0) is separable. Let /  : M  — X be 
a weakly m easurable and an almost separably-valued function. Then the function 
||/(*)|| is measurable. Consider a sequence { /n} of weakly measurable functions 
such tha t f n converges almost everywhere. Then the limit function /  =  limn_+00 f n 
is also weakly measurable. Moreover, if the  sequence { fn} is also countably-valued, 
then both functions /  and f  — f n are weakly measurable and almost separably- 
valued. Hence [ |/ || and | | / —/ n|| are measurable. It therefore follows from the above 
paragraph th a t a  function /  : M  —> X is called Bochner integrable if there exists 
a sequence {/„} of Bochner integrable functions such that
1. limn-^oo f n = f  almost everywhere
From condition 2, it follows that for any E  £  B, f E f n{u) d m (u ) ,n  > 1, is Cauchy 
in X  The Bochner integral of /  on E  is then  defined as
Bochner integrability.
A function /  : M  —> X  is Bochner integrable if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied:
1. /  is weakly measurable,
Condition (2) also allows us to state the  following conditions for determining
14
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2. /  is almost separably-valued, and
3- I m  \ \ f (u )\\drn(.u ) <  °°-
It is observed th a t if /  is Bochner integrable, then it is also Pettis integrable and 
we have equality of the two integrals:
(P) f  f ( u )  dm{u) = (B ) f  f ( u ) dm (u ), VE  €E B.
J e  J  e
The converse is not true. See examples in [21] Section 13.2.
2.6 White Noise Integrals
A white noise integral is a type of integral for which the integrand takes values
in the space (£)£ of generalized functions. As an example consider the integral 
Jq e-c(£-s) : B (s )2: ds where B  is white noise. In this case the integrand is an (S)*p- 
valued measurable function on [0, £]. A second example is the integral f 0L <3*<$(s) ds 
where $  is also (<S)^-valued. If f*  d*$(s) ds is a random  variable in (L2) then the 
white noise integral is called a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. This integral will be 
defined in  detail in the next section and will be our center of focus. So in general, 
if (£)p C (L2) C (£)p is a  Gel’fand triple, and $  is an (£)^-valued function on a 
measurable space (M , B , m ), a white noise integral is of the type
I  $(u) dm{u), E  6 B.
J e
Despite the  fact th a t (£)£ is not a Banach space, these integrals can be defined in 
the Pettis or Bochner sense by the use of the ^-transform .
•  White noise integrals in the Pettis sense:
We need to  define f E <£(u) dm(u) as the generalized function in (£)p that satisfies
15
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the following:
S  Q f  $(u) dm(u)^j ( 0  =  J " S ($(u))(f) dm(u), f  e £c-
In particular, if $(u) is replaced by d*$>(u) we have
S  d m ( u (f) =  ^  £(«)£($(«)) (f) <fm(u), f  e  £c- (2.9)
The above two equations then call for the following conditions on the function <3> 
to be satisfied:
(a) <S($(u))(f) is measurable for any f  € £c.
(b ) S($(-))(€) 6 L l (M) for any f  e  £c-
(c) For any E  € B, the function f E 5($(u))(-) dm(u) is a generalized function in
(£)p. (This can be verified by using the characterization theorem for gener­
alized functions).
The statem ent in (c) can be rewritten as
(( f  <&(ti) d m (u ) , : ' • ) ) = [  (($(«), : : )) dm(u),  £ 6 £c.
J e J e
Since the linear span of the set {: e ^ :  , f  6 £c} is dense in (£)£, the above 
equation implies that
( (J e  ®(u ) dm(u),<p)) =  J  <p)) dm(u), v  6  (£ )£  (2.10)
In terms of the S'-transform, Pettis integrability can be characterized using the 
following theorem. For a proof, see section 13.4 [21].
T h e o re m  2.5. Suppose a function  : M  —» (£)£ satisfies the following condi­
tions:
16
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(1)  ■?(<&(•))(£) is measurable for any f  €  £c.
(2) There exists nonnegative numbers K, a and p such that
f  S($(u)){£)dm[u) < K e x p f  6 £c.
J M
Then <& is Pettis integrable and for any E  £  S,
s (  [  * (« ) dm(u))  (0 =  [  S($(u)KO dm(u), £ e Ec.
\ J e J J e
• White noise integrals in the Bochner sense:
Since the space (£)@ is not a Banach space, the definition of the Bochner in­
tegral from the last section cannot be used to define the white noise integral 
f B $(w) dm{u). As it turns out, we will need much stronger conditions than those 
used in the defining white noise integrals in the Pettis sence. As earlier observed, 
we know that (£)p  =  U p>0(£P)p and each of the spaces {£p)p is a separable Hilbert 
space. W ith is in mind, the white noise integral f E $(u) dm(u) can be defined in 
the Bochner sense in the following way.
Let $  : M  —y (£)/?- Then $  is Bochner integrable if it satisfies the following 
conditions:
1. $  is weakly measurable
2. There exists p > 0 such that $(u) 6 (£p)^ for almost all u E M  and
If $  is Bochner integrable, then we have
y$(u) dm(u)M
17
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The following theorem contains the conditions for Bochner integrability in terms 
of the 5-transform  and helps estimate the norm ||<&(u)||_p>_,g of <§. See [21] section 
13.5.
T h e o re m  2 .6 . Let $  : M  —> (£)jg be a function satisfying the conditions
1. 5(<£(-))(0 is measurable for any £ E Sc
2. There exists p > 0 and nonnegative functions L  E L l (M ),b  €  and
an m -nu ll  set E q such that
| S ( * ( u ) ) ( 0 | < L ( u ) e x p 6(u)lfl. Vf E Sc, u  E E n .
Then $  is Bochner integrable and f M <£(it) dm{u) E  {£q)*g fo r  any q > p such that
(2 .11)
(2 .12)
\ l - P J
where | |5 | |o o  zs the essential supremum of b. It turns out that fo r  such q,
|| f  § (u )d m (u )||_ ,t_£
J m
< Hill! ( l  I I A - f c - r t f e )  V 2  •
An example worth noting is the following. Let F  E  5'(M) and /  E  L2 (R ) , /  ^  0. 
Then F((-, / ) )  is a generalized function and if the Fourier transform  F  E L°°(E), 
then F((-, / ) )  is represented as a white noise integral by
/ • « - , / »  =  - L  [  e ^ F ^ d u .  
V27T J r
(2.13)
In this case <&(u) =  etu^ F ( u ) ,  u E R and it satisfies the conditions in Theorem
2.4 for Pettis integrability.
18
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2.7 Donsker’s Delta Function
Consider the Gel’fand triple <S(K) C L2(M) c  S '  (R). For F  G <S'(R) and non-zero 
/  G L2(R), it  is known th a t the composition F { ( • , / ) )  is a generalized Brownian 
functional [17], [21]. In particular, let F  =  Sa be the Dirac delta function a t a. 
Then, for /  =  l[0,t], and (•, l[0j£]> =  B ( t ) a Brownian motion, the function 6a(B(t))  
is a generalized Brownian functional. 5a(B(t )) is called Donsker’s delta function. 
Sometimes Sa(B(t)) is w ritten as 6(B(t) —a). Some of the applications of Donsker’s 
delta function include among others:
(a) Solving partial differential equations
(b) W hite noise representation of Feynman integrals
(c) Local time L ( t , x ) =  5(B(s ) — x) ds.
Donsker’s delta function 5(B(t) — a) can be expressed in two ways.
First, as a white noise integral in the Pettis sense represented as
Note that this is a special case of equation (2.13) with F  =  6a and /  =  l[o,i]- 
Second, in terms of its W iener-Ito decomposition also given by
This representation is using the fact that (: -®n : , ljp"j) = :  B{t)n : t . In general, for 
F  G <S;(]R), the W iener-Ito decomposition for F(B{t) )  is given by
F(B(t) ) (2.14)
19
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where €n,t(x ) = : xU :t e~ ^  is a function in «S(R) and (,) is the pairing between 
«S'(K) and <S(M) (See [22]). Another representation for Donsker’s delta function is 
the subject of discussion in the second part of this dissertation, which is called the 
Clark-Ocone Representation formula. The second representaion above will be very- 
im portant in obtaining the result.
20
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Chapter 3. A Generalization of the Ito 
Formula
This is the chapter th a t contains the first result of this dissertation. In the first two 
sections we define the ltd  integral and some other related concepts. Section two 
contains an overview of the ordinary ltd formula. In section three we introduce the 
problem plus the machinery involved in solving it while the fourth section contains 
the m ajor result.
3.1 The Ito Integral
D efin ition  3.1. Let T  C R and let (Q, T ,  P) be a probability space. A stochastic 
process X(t,a>) is a  measurable mapping X  : T  x fi — R  such that:
(a) For each w, X ( - , uj) is a sample path i.e. for every fixed u  (hence for every
observation), X ( ‘, uj) is an R-valued function defined on T.
(b) For each t, X ( t ,  •) is a random variable.
For a given stochastic process X ,  we let X(t)  denote the random variable X ( t ,  ■).
D efin ition  3.2. A Brownian motion B ( t ) is a stochastic process satisfying the 
following conditions:
1. P {S (0 ) = 0 }  =  1.
2. For any 0 < t  < s, B(s)  — B(t) ~  N ( 0, s — £); i.e.
P { 5 (s )  -  B{t) < x} =  1 f  e " ^ T  dy.
y/2ir(s — t) 7-oo
3. B{t)  has independent increments; i.e. for any 0 <  t\ < • • • <  tn the random 
variables B(ti) ,  B ( t2) — B(ti ) ,  • • • , B(tn) — B ( tn- 1) are independent.
4. B(-,ui) is continuous}  =  1.
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D e fin itio n  3.3. A filtration on T  C R is an increasing family { T t} of cr-fields, 
!Ft C T  with J~s C Tt  for all s  < t;  s , t  G T.
Let B{t)  be a Brownian motion. Take a filtration { T t\ a < t  < b} such that:
(1) B(t)  is T t- measurable
(2) For any s < t , B ( t )  — B(s ) is independent of !FS.
D e fin itio n  3.4. A stochastic process f ( t ,cu ) with filtration { E t} is called non­
anticipating if for any t  6  [a, b], /(£, •) is measurable w ith respect to T t .
As examples, the functions B(t), B[t)2, and B ( t )2 — t  are non-anticipating.
The well-known Ito integral is a stochastic integral of the  form d B ( t , ui).
It is defined for any stochastic process f ( t ,  ui) satisfying the  following conditions:
(1) f is non-anticipating
(2) f*  \f ( t ,  -)|2dt < oo almost surely, (i.e. almost all sam ple paths are in L 2(a, b).) 
For the definition of a stochastic integral see [1], [25].
W hen /  is a deterministic function and in L 2(a, b), it is obviously non-anticipating 
and in this case / a6 /(£) dB(t) is known as the W iener integral.
D e fin itio n  3.5. A stochastic process M(t)  is called a martingale with respect to 
a filtration {J^} if E{M{t) \Ts) =  M(s)  Vs <  t.
Examples:
1. A Brownian motion B(t) is a martingale with respect to the filtration T t 
generated by {B(s); s < £}, because if s < t ,  then
E[B(t)\Fs) = E[B(t) -  B ( s ) + B ( s ) \ T a\
=  E[B{t) -  B (s ) \F t] +  E [B (s ) \T S)
=  0 +  B(s)
22
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Here we have used the facts th a t E[B(t)  — B(s)|.F5] =  0 since B(t)  — B{s)  is 
independent of T s and th a t ^ [5 (s ) |JF a] =  B(s)  since B(s)  is ^ -m easu rab le .
2. Let M (t)  =  B(t)2 —t. Then M ( t ) is a martingale. To see this, let s < t. Then 
by using the fact that E [B { t)B (s ) \Ts] =  B(s)E[B(t) \FS] =  B ( s ) 2 we have 
E[M(t)  -  M{s)\ES] =  E [B ( t )2 -  B ( s )2 - ( t -  s ) \TS]
=  E[B{t)2 -  (2B (s )2 -  B ( s )2) - ( t -  s ) \ES]
= E[B{t)2 -  2B{t)B{s) + B ( s )2 -  (t  -  s)\F .]
= E[f.B(t) -  B (s))2 -  (t -  s ) IT,]
=  (t — s) — (£ — s) =  0.
This then shows that E (M (t) \E S) =  M (s)  and so B ( t)2 — t is a m artingale.
If the conditions above in the definition of the Ito integral are replaced with the 
following:
(a) f is non-anticipating
(b) B (fa !/(*’ •)l2dt) <  00 (Le- /  e  L2(la> h\ x  fi))>
then condition (b) is stronger than  condition (2) above and the Ito integral defined 
using conditions (a) and (b) is a m artingale.
3.2 The Ito Formula
In this section we briefly describe the well-known Ito formula [1], [25].
D e fin itio n  3.6 . Let [a, 6] be a fixed interval. An ltd process is a stochastic process 
of the form
X { t ) = X ( a ) +  f  f ( s ) d B ( s ) +  f  g(s)ds,  t e [ a ,b ]  (3.1)
J  CL J  CL
where X{a)  is ^-m easurable, /  is nonanticipating and f *  | / ( s ) |2 ds < oo almost 
surely, g is nonanticipating, and |g(s)| ds < oo almost surely.
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Take an Ito process X ( t )  as defined by equation (3.1) and let 9(t, x ) be a C2 function 
in x  and C1 in t. Then the well-known Ito formula states th a t
r t  f in
9(t, X(t ) )  =  9(o, X(a))  +  (», X(s) )Hs )  dB(s)
(3-2)
+  la  G ^ S , X ( S ) )  + ^ ( S' X (SV 9 W  +  l ^ ( S' X (SV f ( S')2)  dS-
for all t  G [a, 6]. Observe th a t 6{ t ,X( t ) )  is also an Ito process.
In comparison with ordinary calculus, the chain rule says th a t for such a function 
9 and G  a deterministic Cl function
/ t QQ r t  0/3—  (s, <?(/>)) ds +  j  (*, G(s)) G'(s) ds (3.3)
If we compare equations (3.2) and (3.3) we see a significant difference. In equation 
(3.2) there is an extra term  |  / fl£ | | f (s , X (s ) )  f  (s)2 ds which is often called the cor­
rection term for stochastic calculus.
Examples:
1. Let X ( t)  =  B(t) ,  9 ( t , x ) =  f ( x )  a  C2-function. Ito ’s formula in this case is 
given by
f (B( t ) )  =  f (B(a) )  +  J ‘ f '(B(s))  dB(s) +  ± f ‘ ds.
2. Let X( t)  = B(t)  and let 9(x) = x n. Then
B{t)n = B{a)n +  n  f  B i s ) 71- 1 dB{s) +  ^  ~  ^  f  B ( s )n~2 ds.
J a "  Ja
In particular, put t  — b and n  =  3 to obtain
£  B ( t )2 dB(t)  =  i  (  (B (6)3 -  B (a)3) - 3  £  B(t)  d t}  .
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For 71 =  2 we have
£  B(t) dB(t) =  \ { B i b ?  -  B{a)2 -  (b -  a )}.
3.3 An Extension of the Ito Integral
The property th a t the integrands in the  Ito processes be nonanticipating is needed 
in order to  apply the Ito formula discussed in section 3.2 above. However, in many 
cases this essential condition is not satisfied. Take the example of the stochastic 
integral f Ql B( l )dB( t ) ,  t  <  1. Clearly, B (  1) is anticipating and f Ql B( l )dB( t )  cannot 
be defined as an Ito integral.
A num ber of extensions of the Ito integral exist. One such extension is by Ito. 
In [12] he extended it to stochastic integrals for integrands which may be antici­
pating. In particular, he showed th a t B ( l)d B ( t )  = B ( l ) 2. In [9] a special type 
of integral called the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral (check the definition 3.7 below) 
was introduced as a  motivation to obtain an Ito type formula for such functions 
as d(B(t),  B(c)),  t  < c, for a  C2- function 6. (We note here th a t B (c) , t  < c is not 
JFt measurable). As shown in Theorem 3.8 below, this integral is also an extension 
of the Ito integral.
Consider the Gel’fand triple (<S)  ̂ C (L2) C  (<S)*p which comes from the Gel’fand 
triple S(R) C L 2(M) C  <S'(R) as described in section 2.1. Suppose $  : [a, b] —>■ (<S)̂  
is Pettis integrable. Then the function t  —> d ^ ( t )  is also Pettis integrable and 
equation (2.9) holds. Also, if $  : [a, b] —>• (<S)  ̂ is Bochner integrable, then the 
function t  —> d ^ ( t )  is also Bochner integrable; and because Bochner integrability 
implies P ettis  integrability, equation (2.9) still holds. We now define a particular 
extension of the Ito integral which forms the basis of our result.
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Definition. 3 .7 . Let (p : [a, 6] —»• (5)£ be Pettis integrable. The white noise integral 
dl<p(t)dt is called the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral of <p if it is a  random variable 
in (£*).
Consider a  stochastic process cp(t) in the space L 2([a,h\ x  5'(M)) which is non­
anticipating. The Ito  integral f *  cp(t) dB ( t ) for the process cp(t) can be expressed as 
a white noise integral in the Pettis sense. The following theorem due to Kubo and 
Takenaka [15] (see also [21] Theorem 13.12 for a proof) implies tha t the Hitsuda- 
Skorokhod integral is an extension of the Ito integral to <p(t) which might be 
anticipating. A look a t the example following the next theorem will throw some 
light on the difference between Ito ’s extension and the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral.
T heorem  3.8 . Let cp(t) be nonanticipating and JQ6 ]|<p(£)||od£ <  °°- Then the func­
tion dfcp(t),t £  [a, 6], is Pettis integrable and
b pb
d£(p(t)dt= /  cp(t)dB(t). (3.4)
J a
where the right hand side is the Ito integral of cp.
E x am p le  3.9 . Let cp(t) =  5 (1 ), t  < 1. It was observed earlier that by Ito’s 
extension, f ^ B ( l ) d B ( t )  = B ( l ) 2. However, for the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral, 
fa Sj.B(l) dt =  5 (1 )2 — 1. This equality can be verified by using the 5-transform 
in the following way:
Since 5 (1 ) =  (-, l[o,i)), we have (S 5 ( l) ) ( f )  =  £(s) ds. Now, by the use of equa­
tion (2.9),
s  ( £ a ; B ( i ) d t )  (f) =
= [  f  £{t)£{s)dtds 
Jo Jo
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Therefore, / Qx 3t*B(l) dt  =  (: -®2 l^ 2))- We can apply the results from section 2.2
concerning wick tensors to get
f d ' t B { l ) d t = :  ( - , l [0,i)>2 n 
Jo
=  (•, 1(0,1))2 — 1 
=  B { l ) 2 -  1
We clearly see a difference between the integral B (  1) dB(t) as defined by Ito 
and the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral of 5 (1).
From now on, the space L2([a, 6]; (L2)) will be identified with the Hilbert space 
L 2([a,b] x  S') .
E x a m p le  3 .10 . It is not always true tha t for any cp E L2([a,b]i (L2)) the white 
noise integral d*t cp(t)dt is a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. Consider the following 
example: Let
o o
»>(*) = 53—7̂ <: •®n :.lgS)>-^  nVn!  1 ’
(This is a case where cp is constant in £). Applying the 5-transform to f Ql d^cp(t) dt 
as in the above example gives us the following result
S ( £  a M t) * )  (0  =  |  ^  £  m s  ( c  ■ - : ,  i s y )  ( 0  *
Therefore,
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Now if we compute the L2-norms of (pit) and dfp(t)dt  we have 
Jo Jo n=1 n  n. n=i n
while
f l  °° I oo „  , i
I / a - M t ) d t \ \ l  =  X> + i)!r3rrli[o,DlS("+1) = £  ̂
n = 1  U U' n = l  U
Thus even though p  G L2([0,1]; (L2)), / q1 df p( t)d t  is not a Hitsuda-Skorokhod 
integral. This then calls for some restrictions on the stochastic process <p(t) in 
order for the white noise integral f *  d^p(t)dt to be a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. 
First we define a very im portant operator and a  subspace of (L2) which will be 
very im portant in our main result.
D efin ition  3.11. For p  =  X ^ L o ( :  -®n: , / n ) >  we define
OO
« V  =  E n <:
n—1
The operator N  is called the number operator. Moreover, the power N r, r G R, of 
the number operator is defined in the following way: for p  =  -®n f n),
O O
N 'v  =  -®n :./»>•
n = l
For any r  G M, N r is a continuous linear operator from (S)p into itself and from 
(<S)£ into itself. Let W 1/2 be the Sobolev space of order |  for the Gel’fand triple 
(S)p C (L 2) C (<S) .̂ In other words, for [a, b] C R+ , W 1//2 will denote the set of 
p  G {L2) such tha t {dtp)te[afi} £ L 2(\a, 6]; (L2)). The norm on W 1/2 will be defined
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as
I M I i  =  I I O v + i ) M I §
n = 0
= ^ 2 n l ( n  + l ) \ fn\l
n= 0  
oo
=  X  nl\f*\o +  n !n l/nlo
n = 0  n = 0
=  M l + l l ^ V l l i
Now Theorem  9.27 in [21] gives us the fact th a t if ip is given with the property 
that N ^ 2(p G (L 2), and t  e  [a,6], then \\N1/2p \\q =  Ja6 WdtpW^dt. Hence
-6
I M I f  =  I M I S  +  f  I l f t M l S  dt.
and so
W* =  {y  6 (T2); II^Hi <  oo}.
For more inform ation on Sobolev spaces and the Number operator, see [23], [21].
The following theorem gives the desired condition on the function cp(t) in order 
for d{(p(t)dt to be a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. This condition is determined 
by the num ber operator N  and the space W 1/2 plays a m ajor role. The proof for 
this condition can be found in [21] Theorem 13.16.
T h e o re m  3 .1 2 . Let <p 6  L2([a, &]; W*). Then cp(t) dt is a Hitsuda-Skorokhod 
integral and
1 /  3 V ( * ) d « | = f a M * ) l l o *  +  /  J  ^(d tcp(s ) ,dsp( t )^o dsdt  (3.5)
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where ((-, -))o is the inner product on (L2). Moreover,
| f  f  ( ( d t^ ( s ) ’5s<P(£)))odscft| <  J  W N ^ m U t .  (3.6)
As a remark, when cp G L2([a, 6]; (L2)) is nonanticipating, then  the inner product 
((9 £̂ (s), dscp(t)))Q =  0 for almost all ( s , t) G [a ,b}2. Therefore, when attem pting 
to compute the L2-norm for the integral by using equation (3.5), we obtain the 
following very useful result th a t relates the norms:
[I f  0tV (t)cft|| = f  \\<p{t)\\ldt =  || f  <p{t)dB{t) .
I I  • /  a  1 1 0  • /  a  I I  « / o  0
The Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral is related to two o ther extensions of the Ito 
integral: the forward and backward integrals. For cp G L 2([a, b]; W ^) let dt+<p(t) 
and dt-<p(t) be the right-hand white noise derivative and left-hand white noise 
derivative of <p respectively (see [21] definition 13.25). The forward integral of cp is 
defined as
rb rb nb
/  <p(t)dB(t+) =  /  dt+p{t)dt +  /  d^cp(t)dt,
J a J a J a
provided both  integrals on the right hand side are random  variables in (T2). In
particular,
f 1 B ( l )d B ( t+) = B { l f  
Jo
which agrees with B ( l )d B ( t )  =  B ( I)2 as shown by I to ’s in [12]. Similarly, the 
backward integral of cp is defined as
rb rb rb
I <p(t)dB(t~) =  /  dt-cp(t)dt+ /  dlcp{t)dt.
J a Jo. J a
3.4 An Anticipating Ito Formula
In this section we present our main result for this part of the dissertation. It is 
about a particular generalization of the ordinary Ito formula to  a class of functions
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that are anticipating.
Let B {t ) be a Brownian motion given by B ( t ) =  (•, l[o,t))- For a  C2-function 0, a 
simple case of the Ito formula is given by:
9 ( B ( t ) )  =  9 ( B ( o ) )  +  f  ff'(BCs)) dB(s) +  \  J ‘ 6"(B(s )) ds,
where 0 <  a < t.
If we assume that 0(B(-)), 0'(B(-)), 9"(B(-)) E L 2([a,b}\ (T2)), then Theorem 3.8 
enables us to write the above equality as
e(B(t))=0(B(a))+j‘d;e'{B(s))ds + ± f ‘e"(B(s))ds (3.7)
where f*  d*9'(B(s))ds is a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral. In [21], the following two 
generalizations of the white noise version of the Ito formula in equation (3.7) were 
considered:
(a) 0(X{t),  B(c)) for a C2- function 9 and a W iener integral X ( t ) , t  < c.
(b) 9{B[t)) with a generalized function 9 in
The main tool for the proofs of the formulas obtained for the above two generaliza­
tions is the S'-transform. The result for the generalization of (a) is stated below as 
a theorem and as earlier explained, our new formula will be using this particular 
generalization. See [21] Theorem 13.21 for a complete proof.
T h e o r e m  3.13. Let 0 <  a < c < b. Let X ( t )  =  f*  f ( s ) d B (s ) be a Wiener integral 
with f  E L°°([a,b]) and let 9(x,y) be a C2-function on K2 such that
8 2/9 f)2f)
6(X(-), B(c)), g - i  (A T (-) ,  5 ( c ) )  , ( X ( - ) ,  B ( c ) )
are all in L2([a, 6]; (L2)). Then for any a < t  < b, the integral
J ‘s; (/w^xw,i(c))) ds
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is a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral and the following equalities hold in (L2):
(1) for a < t  <  c,
e ( X ( t ) , B ( . c ) ) = 6 ( . X ( a ) , B ( c ) ) + J ‘ d ;  ( / ( s ) £ ( X ( S ) , . B ( c ) ) )  ds
(2) for  C < t  < 6 ,
9 { X ( t ) , B ( c ) ) = 0 { X ( a ) , B ( c ) ) + J ‘ d;  ( f ( s ) ^ { X ( s ) , B ( c ) ) \  ds
1  nt  o 2  a rc  q 2  g
+ 2 J a  f ( s ) 2 g - 5 ( X ( s ) ’ B ( c ) ) d s  +  Ja m o ^ j j { X ( s ) , B { c ) ) d s .
In [29], Nicholas Prevault developed a generalization similar to one in (a) above 
to processes of the form Y(t)  =  9(X(t) ,  F ) ,  where F  is a  smooth random  vari­
able depending on the whole trajectory of (J?(£))t€R+, and where (X ( t ) ) t€^+ is an 
adapted Ito  process. His proof relies on the expression of infinitesimal tim e changes 
on Brownian functionals using the Gross Laplacian. For our generalization in this 
section, X ( t )  is taken to be a Wiener integral while the function F  is chosen to 
be in the space W 1/2. The resulting formula is similar to the one obtained in [29], 
except for the method of computation. We use a limiting process of Theorem 3.13 
above in order to maintain the use of the S-transform  as used in [21].
The following is the main result:
T h e o re m  3.14. Let f  € L°°([a, 6]) and X ( t )  = f*  f (s )  dB{s) be a Wiener inte­
gral. Let F  G W 1/2 and 9 G C2 (R2) such that
w w ) , 5 ? w ) , n 5 S f r o , r )
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are all in  L 2([a, b]; (L2)). Then fo r  any a < t  < b , the integral
J ‘d; (f<-s)^ <-x<-s)'F)) ds
is a Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral and the following equality holds in (L2):
e ( X ( t ) , F ) = e ( X ( a ) , F )  +  f ‘d; f f ( s ) ^ ( X ( s ) , F ) \  ds
i  r L b 2b r l 82b+  2 A  f M 2g ^ i x M , F ) i s  +  J  f ( s H d , F ) £ £ - ( X ( s ) , F ) d s
The proof is presented in the following steps. First it will be shown that for 
F  =  B(c),  0 < a < c < b the above formula holds and tha t it coincides with 
the formula in Theorem  3.13. Secondly a special choice of F  will be taken in the 
following way: We know that the span of the  set {: : ; g E L 2 (M)} is dense in
(L2). If we let gi, g2, • * • , gk £  T2(R) and
/  /  l r .
7 7 1 = 1
then, as N  — > oo, Fn  — > F  in (L2) where F  =  : +  \ 2: e '̂,S2̂ : +  F
Xk- e^’’9̂ : . In our proof we shall assume th a t FV — f F  in W 1/2. Also, g will be 
taking on the form g  =  Ylj=i k G N, ocj, Cj E EL The formula will then be
generalized to  6 (X (t ) ,  F ^ )  with FJv chosen as above. An extension to 9 (X ( t ) ,F )  
with general F  E W 1/2 will be achieved via a limiting process. The following is 
the proof:
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.13 in [21] which uses the 5-transform, there are 
two components th a t were treated separately: (1) when a < t  < c, and (2) when 
c < t  < b.
Now suppose th a t F  — B(c), 0 <  a < c < b. We claim th a t our new formula in the 
above Theorem is correct when we replace F  w ith 5 (c ). To see that this is correct 
it is enough to show th a t 5 (c ) 6  W 1/2. We proceed by computing the norm for 
5 (c) in the space W 1/2. Indeed, since 5(c) =  (•, l[o,c))> we have
dsB(c ) =  l[o,c)(s)
and
! i -® (e )H o  =  II<‘ i l [ o ,c ) ) | |o  =  i l [0,c)lo
=  /  l[olC)(s) ds =  /  ds = c.
J R .  %J 0
Therefore,
\ \B{c)\\wn  =  ||£ (c ) ||J+  [ b \\dsB(c)\ \lds
J a
=  c +  (b — a).
Hence, 5 (c ) 6  W 1/2. Now since dsB(c) =  l[0)C)(s), we then have
I
‘ t< m  «  a2e t r i  \ m  i u  m £ k ( X { s ) , B ( c ) ) d s  i i a < t < c ,
V I r / W ^ ; ( X ( S) ,S (c ) )d s i£ c < t  < b.
Thus, the two components (1) and (2) above in Theorem 3.13 are put together as 
one piece so as to satisfy the above theorem.
In general, suppose a < Ci < C2 < • • ■ <  Cp < b. Let 9{x,y i, • • • , yp) be a func­
tion defined on R.p+1 and of class C2 . Then we have the following formula which 
is simply a generalization of the one above
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0 ( X ( t ) ,  B i d ) ,  ■ ■ ■ ,  B i d ) )  =  < W “ ) .  - B f a ) .  •  •  •  .  B i d ) )  
+  f a ;  (̂s)^(x(s),B(c1),---,B(cp))j 
+  5 /  V (*)80  (* (» ) , B (c i) , ' ' '  . B(<*)) ^
/t ? r920 /  \f i s ) ^ i d , B i C j ) ) g ^ : { X i s ) , B i d ) ,  ■■■, B i d ) )  ds.
For a suitable function G : M? — » R and of class C2, we can transform the 
function 9 to coincide with 6 as a function defined on R2 in the following way: 
e ( X ( t ) , B ( Cl) ,- - -  = e ( x ( t ) , G ( B ( Cl) ,- - -  ,£ (< *))) =  0{x,y). W ith  this
transform ation and using the chain rule the above integral equation then takes on 
the following form:
9(X ( t ) ,G (B (Cl), • • • , 5(cp))) =  8(X(a), G (B (Cl), B(cp)))
/ t Qfld ; i f i s ) — iX{s),  0 { B id ) ,  • • • , Bid) ) ) )ds  
i r l cP g
+  2 a / ( i )  • '  •  ■ i s
/ t P f i l af i s )  £ ( 3 ,B ( c , ) ) — (X (s ), GiBic0 , -  ■ , Bid ) ) )  
x  ^ - G i B i d ) , - - -  ,Bid ) )d s .
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Now let
N  , p W
^  £  i f  <: '8m : . £ > $ % ,  <«>,)«”">
m = l  7 ' = 1
N  1 p<2)
m=l j = l
N  „ pffc ^
m=l 7 = 1
A/- ..
+ A ‘ E ^ ( : -9 m :. ( E “ f ) l1o,4‘>))®m>-
m=l j'=l
We know th a t for any n s N ,
in/2] /  \
<: ®n : . i R )  =  E  ( 2k) (2k -  m - c ) kB(c)
m
= ] T a tB(cy.
n —2k
t'=l
for some constants a,- and m. Some summands could as well be zero. This then 
becomes a polynomial in B(c). We can similarly write F/v as a polynomial in 
Brownian motion as follows
F„ = X1 Y .
+  a2 Y  am«,-™?,-B(c<l2l)m5!’ " ' - B(c? ))'
,(2)
(* ) (*) 
ml *"mp
where again some coefficients o-mu) mui could be zero for some j .  Suppose is 
restricted to  only one summand out of the k  s u m m a n d s  above, i.e. let us suppose
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that
F „ = \ l V l) ' '  '•b (cpI)) " S' ’- (3-8)
Then we see th a t the function FN is a good choice for our composition. That is, 
we let Ftf  =  G ( B ( c ^ ) ,  ■ ■ ■ , B(cp^)) so that the following ensues
ml
- B t f 1) " ” ) .
Moreover,
-  •  •  •  •  •  5 ( 4 1))m' l} •
Therefore,
» (X (t) ,F at) =  « (X (a ) ,F „ )  +  jT‘ 3; ( / ( s ) |^ (A :( s ) ,  F „ ) )  d»
1 /*£ p 2 a  r t  P
+  ^ J j ^ f ^ ( x { s ) , FK) d s + j  'F .m id M c ? ))
(I )  (I )m£ y—77ip ;
(l)xrr,Cl)_l
Now, by the product rule,
ds(cpip) = (datp)i(f + cp(dsip).
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We then incorporate this rule into the last summand of the most recent equation 
above to  obtain the following
i =1 U
x B i c ^ r ™ - 1 • • - B ( ^ ) ^ d sB ( c ^ )  
rPQ
= f ( s ) - ^ ( X ( s ) , F N)(dsFN).
Then, by linearity, the above result can be extended to all the k  summands in the 
original expression for F ^ .  Hence for F#  €E W 1/2 the formula in our Theorem is 
true; i.e.,
e(X(t),F„) = e(X(a),Ffl)+jy;ff(s)^(,X(s),FN)jds
i r t fPft r l fPf)
+ 2 J a / M 2g J jW s),F ,v )< fe  +  J a m O ' F ^ i X W ^ d s .
As stated earlier, by assumption, F — > F  as N  — > oo in the W ^ -n o rm , where 
F  =  A i: e(’’5l>: +  A2: e<’’S2>: +  • • • +  A*: e{~'9k):
with
9* =  aT \ # > j J  > i < n < k -
Therefore, there exists a subsequence {Fxk}k>i C {Fn }n >i such th a t FNk — > F  
as k — > oo almost surely. For such a subsequence, the following is true
B{X{t) ,FKk) =  $(X(a) ,  F „ ,) + f ‘ a; ds
-i r t  p jln  r t
^  m 2^ ( X ( s ) , F Nk)ds + J  f ( s )(dsFNk) £ ^ ( X ( s ) , F Nk)ds.
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We claim th a t the following convergences hold alm ost surely as k :
( i ) e (X ( t ) ,F Kk) — v 9 (X ( t ) ,F )
(u )8 (X (a ) ,FKt) — ► 9(X(a),  F)
-I rt pjlQ
( ™ ) ^ J  f { s ? Q ^ d H d i ? ( X ( s ) , F ) d s
/t fl2 g rt o2/0M i a . F ^ - ^ i X ^ F ^ c b  — > J '  f ( s K d sF)-s ^ - ( . X ( s ) , F ) d s  
(v) J ‘ a;  f / ( s ) ^ ( x ( s ) , F „ t )  ds — > l ‘ a ;  ( j ( s ) ^ L ( x ( s ) , f )  ds
Proof of (i) and (ii):
Because of continuity of 6, since PVfc — ► F  a.s, those two convergences also hold
almost surely.
Proof of (Hi):
Let uj 6  S '(E ) be fixed. Since F^k converges, it is a bounded sequence, i.e. there 
exists M  > 0 such tha t |-FVt (ti;)| <  M  for all k. Therefore, the function given by 
J |f  : [a, 6] x [—M, M] — > R is continuous on compact sets and hence uniformly 
continuous. Thus given e > 0, there exists 5 > 0 such th a t whenever |rri — X2\2 -f- 
\yi -  2/2 12 <  S, we have




ll/H2o(t -  «)
Also, by the convergence of {Ftfk}k>i, there exists a number N(e) depending on 
e such th a t
k > N(e) = >  |.Fwfc(a/) ~  -F(^)| <  £
39
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which implies th a t




2 l l / I U i - o ) 1 ’
=  e
and so (Hi) is proved.
Proof of (iv):
It is known th a t in a  Hilbert space H,  if x n — > x  and yn — > y, then (xn, yn) — > 
(x,y)  where (•, •) is the inner product on H.  By tak ing  H  =  L 2([a,t]) with the  
Lebesgue measure it follows then that
/£ a2a t Q2af M ( 9 , F „ t ( u ) ) £ ^ ( X ( s ) , F „ , ( u ) ) d s  =  ( d . F n (u), . / ( . ) _ ( * ( . ) ,  F„k(a,)) 
and
/
t pp.a  /  Q 2q \
H s ) ( d , F ( L , ) ) ^ ( X ( s ) , F ( u ) ) d s  3  •
By the same uniform continuity argument used above in proving (iv), as k  — > oo, 
we see that
W XH'F(w))
in L 2([a, £]).
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as k  — > oo. Therefore a change of integrals is justified and the  following is true:
f  r  \dsFN {u) -  dsF(uj)\2dsd/j.(uj) =  f  f  \dsF„(u}) -  dsF(cv)\2dfi(cj)ds 
R) J a  J a  J S ' ( R )
=  [  -  dsF\\lL2)ds  — ► 0.
J a
Let
f \ d sFNk{oj) -  dsF ( u ) \ 2ds = H Nk{u)).
J a
Then, {-fftvfc(k>)}fc>i is a sequence of positive functions and by the above result, 
— > 0 in L 1(/^). Therefore,
d.Ftfk(uj) — > d.F(ui)
in L2([a, £]) and so (iv) is true.
Proof of (v):
Let us approxim ate the (L2)-norm of the difference of the two integrals. We claim 
the norm of this difference goes to zero. For convenience let us use the following 
notation. Let
86
f { s ) - ^ ( X ( s ) , F Nk(cv)) =<PNk(s)
and
f)0
f ( s ) - ^ ( X ( s ) 1F(u;))=<p(s).
Then by Theorem  3.12, we have the.following
i2rt rt  I *  rt
/  d*<pNk d s -  /  d*s<pds\ =  /  \\ipN k - (p \ \20 ds
Ja Ja lo Jo- ( 3  IQ'S
rt rt  ^  '  }
+  /  /  ( (ds(pNk(u) -  ds<p(u), ducpNk (s) -  du<p(s)))0 du ds
J a J a
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where ((-, -))o is the inner product on (L2).
Since FVfc(a;) — > F (cj) in (L2), we can choose a subsequence so tha t the con­
vergence is alm ost surely. Thus for such a subsequence, there exists fio such that 
P{Q0} =  l  and for u  fixed, we have Fvfc(u)  — > F(ui). Then, by the Mean Value 
Theorem, for each s,
dd_
dx
d6(X(s) , F „ » ) - ^ ( X ( s ) , F M ) d2edxdy ( X ( s U H )  . | F W» - F M |
where £(u;) is between Fwk(uj) and  F{uj). Since 9 G C2(M2), 
for some constant C.  So,
a2o
dxdy ( X { s U ( u ) ) < c
< C | | F „ » - F M | | 0.
As earlier noted, the convergence of the subsequence {F/vfc}*>i of numbers implies 
that for some fixed constant M  > 0, the quantity ||i'VJfc(u>) — F(u;)||o <  M, Vk. 
Therefore, using the fact th a t F Nk(cu) — > F(u>) in (L2), we have tha t
l l m  -  <p\\o <  ll/flooC'NPV, -  F\\0 — ► 0,
and also th a t
l l m  -  *  <  ll/II.C||FWl -  F||„
<  II/IUCM .
Since this bound is independent of both  s and k, by the Bounded Convergence 
Theorem, as k  — y oo,
f  I I -< p \ \ ld s— ►0.
J a
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The convergence of the  second summand of the right hand side of equation (3.10) 
goes as follows
I f  f  ((ds<PNk(u) -  dsip(u),du(pNk(s) -  ducp(s)))Q duds  
|  J a J a
<  f  [  \\dsVNk{u) - d scp(u)\\o\\ducpNk(s) - d u(p(s)\\0duds  
J a J a
J  J  (l|d*Wv*(“ ) “  dsV{u)\\l  +  l|du<P;vfc(s ) -  d«p(s)||o) duds
=  f  [  \\du<pvk( s ) - d M s ) f o  dud s  
J a J  a
*  r .  u  ||9u^ ( s )  -  ducp(s)[|o du^ ds.
The Number operator, N  can also be expressed as N  =  f R d*ds ds. (see [21]). 
Hence, for any cp E L 2([a, 6]; W 1/2) we have
I I ^ V l lo  =  {(N<P*<P)) o
=  f  i(d;ds<p,cp))0ds 
J R
=  ((dscp,ds(p))0ds 
Jr.
=  f  \\dsV\\lds.
J R
Therefore, by this result,
r . u .  ll^u^iVfc(s) dVL(p{s')||odu^ ds — J '  ||-N  ̂ ducpNk(s') 5u</2(s) ||q ds.
But N 1/2 is a  bounded operator from W 1//2 into (L2). Therefore, by the same 
Mean Value Theorem  argument, since Fwk — > F  also in W 1/2 by our original 
assumption, we have th a t
n {(dsVNk(u) -  dsip{u),duipMk{s) -  ducp(s)))Qduds.. 0
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Therefore, it has been shown th a t the convergence in  (iii) is true in the (L2)- 
norm. We then pick a further subsequence of the subsquence { F ^ k}k>i also denoted 
by {.F/Vj. }/c>x such tha t convergence hold almost surely. This then  proves (v) and 
completes the proof of the Theorem. □
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Chapter 4. A Generalization of the 
Clark-Ocone Formula
In this second part of the dissertation we show th a t the well-known Clark-Ocone 
formula [4], [27] can be extended to generalized Brownian (white noise) functionals 
tha t meet certain criteria and th a t the formula takes on the same form as the 
classical one. We look at a specific example of Donsker’s delta function which is a 
generalized Brownian functional.
In section 4.1 we first sta te  the Clark-Ocone formula as it is applied to Brownian 
functionals in [4], [27] tha t meet certain conditions. We then sta te  the white noise 
version of the formula and verify it for functionals in the space W 1/2. In section 
4.2, we verify the formula for a generalized Brownian functional of the form <5 =  
'®n; £  £ 2 (R®n). In section 4.3, we use th  e Ito formula to verify
the Clark-Ocone formula for the Hermite Brownian functional : B ( t)n : t . This is 
im portant in view of the fact that Donsker’s delta function has a representation in 
term s of the Hermite Brownian functional as shown in equation (2.14). In section 
4.4, we compute the formula for Donsker’s delta function as a specific example of 
the formula obtained in section 4.2 using the result in section 4.3. It should be 
pointed out that in [6 ] the same result was obtained by using a totally different 
approach. Our result is purely computational and much simpler. In section 4.5 we 
extend the formula to generalized Brownian functionals of the form F  =  f ( B ( t )) 
where /  is a tempered distribution; i.e. /  E <S'(R).
4.1 Representation of Brownian Functionals by 
Stochastic Integrals
Consider a probability space (Cl, T ,  P).  Let B(t) be the Brownian motion B(t)  =  
(•» l[o.t)>, 0 5; t  <  1  and T t =  cr{B(s)|0 <  s <  i} the filtration it generates'. In [4],
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[27] the following results are considered. If  F (B (t))  is any finite functional of Brow­
nian motion, then it can be represented as a stochastic integral. This representation 
is not unique. However, if E {F 2{B{-))) < oo, then according to martingale rep­
resentation theory, F  does have a  unique representation as the sum  of a constant 
and an Ito stochastic integral
where the process (f> belongs to the space L 2([0,1] x VL] R) and is JFt-measurable.
The following specific class of Brownian functionals was considered. If  F  is 
Frechet-differentiable and satisfies certain technical regularity conditions, then F  
has an explicit expression as a stochastic integral in which the integrand consists 
of the conditional expectations of the Frechet differential. It is this explicit repre­
sentation for the integrand that gives rise to the Clark-Ocone formula. In the white 
noise setup, if we replace Frechet differentiability with white noise differentiation, 
then we need the condition that F  £  W 1/ 2 for the result to have meaning. The 
formula then can be represented in two ways as shown below and we will verify 
each case separately. In the satement of the theorem, we shall assume th a t T c E .  
The second form of the formula will be easier to verify using the 5-transform .
T h e o re m  4.1 (T h e  C lark -O cone  F o rm u la ) . L e tW 1/2 be the sobolev space from 
the Gel’fand triple (S)@ C (L2) C (5)£. Suppose B (t) is the Brownian motion given 
by B (t)  =  (•, l[o,t)), t  £  T  with — cr{.B(s)|0 <  s <  £} the filtration it generates. 
Let F  £  W 1/ 2 be a Brownian functional. Then, the Clark-Ocone representation 
formula fo r  such an F  is given by
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We can rewrite the stochastic integral in the above equation as
[  E{dtF \F t) dB(t) = f  dtE (d tF \F t) dt + f  d ;E (d tF \F t) dt.
J t  J t  Jt
But dtE (d tF \T t) =  0 since (E{dtF \F t)) is non-anticipating. (See [2 1 ] Lemma
13.11). Therefore, another formulation for equation (4.2) is
F  =  E {F)  +  J  d't E(dtF \F t) dt, (4.3)
where dt is the white noise differential operator, is its adjoint, and the integral 
in equation (4.3) is regarded as a white noise integral in the Pettis sense.
Such formulas are very useful in the determination of hedging portfolios. Another 
application is in the context of determining the quadratic variation process of 
Brownian martingales.
We s ta rt with verifying the representation (4.2). The space W 1/ 2 can be repre­
sented as the following
OO
W 1' 2 =  F £  (L2)\F  = £ ( :  •«“ : /„ e L2(R)®", Y . n n '-\fX  < oo f
( .  n = 0  n = 1  J
This is so because by Theorem 9.27 in [21], f T ||dtF ||o d t =  n n -l/nlo-
As an observation first, we need to make sure that the integral in equation (4.2) 
is well defined by computing its (L2) norm. We will assume that F  is real valued. 
Otherwise, F  =  Fi + iF-i if F  is complex valued so that the two pieces are treated 
separately. By using Jensen’s inequality we can have
E  ^ E ( d tF \T t)d B ( t^ j  =  J ^ E  (E(dtF \F t))2 dt 
< f  E  (E(dtF )2\Ft) dt 
= J  E{dtF )2dt
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<  f  E (d tF )2 dt 
J R
=  f  \\dtF\\20d t< o o .
J R
So the integral is well defined as an (L 2) function.
F  will take on th e  form F  =  X)^=o(: ■®” : » fn) with f n 6  L 2 (M®n). The Wick 
tensor cp =  {: -®n : , /„ )  is referred to as the nth order homogeneous chaos. It is 
simply another nam e for the multiple Wiener integral / „ ( /n) of degree n  for the 
function f n. We first need to verify the formula for cp. The following Lemma will 
be useful in the verification. We will first recall th a t in integral form, I n{fn) can 
be written as In{fn) =  f Rn f ( t  i>' ‘ ' > tn) dB(t{) ■ ■ ■ d B (tn). We will use second form 
to verify the first version of the formula.
L e m m a  4.2. Let cpn =  I n( f ) be the multiple Wiener integral o f  degree n with 
f  6  L 2 (K®n). Let B ( t ) be the Brownian motion given by B{t) =  (•, l[o,t))> < 6  R  
with F t =  cr{5(s) |0 <  s < t}, the filtration it generates. Then
E ( < p n \ ? t )  =
Using another notation, fo r  cpn =  f Rn /(£ i, • • • , t n) dB{t{) • ■ -d B (tn), we have
E{<pn \Ft) =  f  f ( t u  ••• , tn) d B i t x) - - -d B { tn).J (—o o , t ] n
Proof. Let n >  1 be fixed. Let A u A2, • - • A* be pairwise disjoint intervals in M. 
Denote by en the set of special step functions of the form
k
f n i t l i  £ 2  j  '  ’  '  j  £ n )  =  ^  x  —  ( £ l >  j  £ n )
u , — ,in = l
with the property th a t  the coefficients ailr.^n are zero if any two of the indices 
h i  • • • , im are equal. I n  other words /  should vanish on the rectangles th a t intersect 
any diagonal subspace {£t- =  tj, i ^  j } .  Assume A{. is of the form (£*_,., £ii+J- Then
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Tn(fn) can be expressed in the form
k
W n ) =  J2 -  B{U,))
k
~  a h - i n .  ( ' )  l ( t i t  , t , - 2 ] )  '  ‘  * ( ' )  , t « n ] )
il> — ,*'n=l
By linearity, it suffices to take f n =  1a1x—xA„ where the -4's are mutually disjoint 
intervals in R. of the form 4 t- =  (£,-, £t+i]. In this case, we obtain the following 
representation
£ ( « / „ )  I K )  =  £ « • ,  ••■<•, Idn-.A l) I ?t)
n
= i i b «-
1 = 1
n
= n «  ^(fi>t‘+i]n(-o°>£]))
1 = 1
=  - ^ n ( l ( A l n ( — o o , t ] ) x — x ( A „ n ( — o o . t ] ) )
=  I n  ( 1 / U  x  — x A n  ^ - ^ 0 0 , 4 ] )
=  I n ( f n l f ^ t])
= [  l Alx~xAnd B ( t i ) - - - d B ( tn)
J  (—ao,tjn
We then conclude th a t the formula is also true for general /  £  L 2(R®n) because 
the set en is dense in T2 (R®n). This then completes the proof for the lemma. □
We are now ready to verify the formula for the nth order homogeneous chaos. Let 
cp = (: -®n : , / n), f n £  L 2{K.®n), n > 1  be the n th  order homogeneous chaos. Then 
in integral form,
<p = [  fn ( tu  ■■■ ,tn) dB{tx) ■ - • dB{tn)
JRn
=  n\ f  f  • ■ • [  f  /n(ii, • • • , tn)dB (ti)  • • • dB (tn)
JR J —OO J —OO J —OO
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=  [  ( n l  f  f  [  , t n)dB (ti)  dB(tn)
« / R  V  J — oo J — oo « /  — oo J
=  [  n[7— (  f  f n f a ’ ' ' '  >tn-idB (ti )  - . . d B d ^ ) )  dB(t)JR in — Vy(- 00 ,tln-l /
=  f  ( n f  , t n- 1d B ( t i ) - - -d B ( tn_l )'\ dB(t)
JR \  o o , t ] " - i  /
Now since dt<p =  n(: f n(t, •)), by the lemma above, E{dtip | F t) =
71 /(-oo,t]«-i /»(*!>' ‘ ' > t n~ • *' dB{tn—i) and so
^  =  f  ( n  f  fnfa*  dB(t)
« / R  \  • / ( — o o , t ] n — 1  /
=  f  E (dtcp | F t)d F (i).
. / r
If we have a finite sum Fw =  Yln=o(: ’®n; > fn )j then
F„ =  fa + J 2 ( : -®n: */«>
71=1
=  F (F „ )  +  [  E (d tF„  | F t)dB{t).
Jr
Now for general F  =  •®Tl: > / n )  £ W 1/2, we have the following.
F  =  £ < :  ®": ,/„> +  £
71=0 7 l= iV + l
=  Fj[v +  Ftv+1
=  F(Fjv) +  f  E{dtFN | T t)dB{t) +  F„+1 
J r
12 _We note tha t F(F^v) =  F (F )  and F ^  — > F  in (L2) because ||F  — FVIIo 
T,n=N+i n[\fn\o — > 0  as n  — y oo. We claim tha t f R E  {dtFN \Ft) dB(t) — ► 
f R E ( d tF \F t) dB(t)  in (L2) as N  — y oo. In fact all the convergences also hold if 
we work in the space W 1/2, which indeed is our main concern. However, for pur­
poses of ease of com putation we will work in the space (L 2) because of the way the 
two norms are related to each other. Now if we sta rt by estimating the (L2)-norm
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of the difference between these two quantities we obtain the following
II [  E (d tF \F t) dB(t) -  [  E{dtFN\Tt) d B ( t )
| | V r  J r
= E U f R e (3‘(f  -  -PWW) 2
=  B  |  ( j f  E ( d tFN+l\Ft) i B ( t ) '
= [  E (E (d tFN+l\Ft) f  dt 
Jr
< f  E{E{dtFN+lf \ F t ) d t  
Jr
=  [  E{dtFN+l)2 dt 
Jr
= f  WdtFv+vWlit 
JrIR 
oc
=  ] T  nn!|Fn|o — > 0.
n = A r + 1
Hence, for general F  e  W 1/ 2 we can decompose F  as in equation (4.2).
We now verify the representation in equation (4.3). The main tool for the ver­
ification is the S'-transform. First we prove that the integral f T E (d tF \F t) dt 
is a white noise integral defined in the Pettis sense. We need to show th a t the 
three conditions in section (2.9) are satisfied. We will take <3? : R. — > (<S)£ where 
$(£) =  d tE (d tF \F t). We note that t >->- ^ ( ^ ( t ) ) ^ )  is measurable because 
5 ( $ ( £ ) ) ( 0 = 5 ( 5 ;F ( a tF |F t) (0  
=  £(£)S(F(9tF |F t))(£)
°° r t  nt
=  ^   ̂̂  I  ' I  fn f t ’ > Sji—l)C(^l) ' ' ‘ £(^n—l) dSi • • • d s n—i ,
7 1 = 1  ” ° °  “ ° °
which is a product of measurable functions. Hence the function E (d tF \Jrt) is 
weakly measurable to settle the first of the three necessary conditions.
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The second condition is to show th a t t  ■-> (($,<p)) e  F L(R) Vcp £  (S)p- Let 
(p = Yln=o(: *®n: >9n) €  (S)ff. Then
/  |< ( a 1- B ( a 1F | ^ t ) ,  <c))\dt =  J \{ (E (a tF \ r t), dtV))\dt
<  f j \ E ( d tF \F t )\\a \\d,V \\Qd t
We know th a t J^ ||5 tF |[gdi <  oo by assumption. To show th a t /rH ^^U o ^  <  °°> 
it is enough to show that n n -li?nio < °°- We see th a t for any p > 0 ,
f> n ! |f t .l§  <  f> !2 " A r 2i“ | s 4
n=l n=l
If we choose p large enough such th a t 2A±2p <  1, we see th a t 2nA^2pnn ! | # n |2 <
== IMIp < °°- Therefore the second condition has been satisfied. The 
th ird  condition in section (2.9) is implied by the above two conditions as shown in 
[21]. Hence the integral JT dlE{dtF\J-t) dt is defined in the Pettis sense.
We now claim that F  =  F (F )  +  f T d lE (d tF \F t) dt  VF e  W 1/2. We prove this 
first for exponential functions F  =  Fv =  ’®n '- iV®71), V £  F 2 (R).





=  |77|oe|,7l° <  oo.
n\
z w
- £ £ ms0 ----
2  n
Til
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Now to show that Fn =  E{F1]) +  f R d*E(dtFn\Ft) dt we will have to check if the 
^-transform s of the two sides are equal.
s ( e (F,) +  d lE id tF ^ T t)d t)  (f) =  S(E(F„))(() + S  ( f ^ d ;  E (d tF J T t) d t )  ©
=  1 +  f  m S ( B ( d tF ,\F tm ) d t
Jr
=  i  +  f  m s ( B V(t)Fn\Ftm )  dt
J r
=  1 +  f  m n (t)s (E (F „ \F c) m  dt
J r
=  1 +  ■«“ : . « >  d t
=  1 +  [  f(*)T?(t)S(F„it_ „ ) ©  dt 
J r
= 1 +  [  ^ ^ ( ( F ^ ^ F ^ d t  
J r
=  1 + f  £(t)77(t)e^1(-°°-ti’̂  dt 
J r  
=  1 +  f
Jr
= 1+/ I K e;1“,“ Wd')<it
=  l  +  e /lo o ^K W ^I00 1—00
—  1  +  e f ? L  v ( « ) € ( * )  ^  _  x
=  6/-oo ’lOOfC3)
=  « F m F( »
=  5 ( F , ) ( f )
This then verifies that F,, =  E{Fri) -I- f R d*t E[dtF-^Tt) dt. We now have to show 
tha t the span of the set {F,,, 77 e  L2 (R)} is dense in W 1/2. Let F  =  (: -®n : , / n) e  
W 1/2, / n £  F 2 (R®n). It is enough to show that each (: -®n : , f n) can be approxi-
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mated in the W l/2-norm  by exponential functions. Now each f n can be approxi­
mated by 77®", where 77 G L2 (R) by the polarization identity. Thus (: -®n : , f n) is 
approximated by (: -®n : , 77®"). But we have the equation
<f  
d F rtri
and ^ F tT)\t_Q is in the closure of the span of exponential functions (it is a limit 
of a limit of finite linear combinations of exponential functions). Therefore, there 
exists a sequence {-Fn}n>i in the span of {Fv j 77 G L 2 (R)} such that Fn — y F  
in W 1/2. Since E (F n) — y E (F)  it remains to  show th a t f R d^E(dtFn | F t) dt — y 
f R d^E(dtF  | F t) dt. This is equivalent to showing th a t the convergence exists 
weakly. Let p  6  (<?)/?. Then we have
( (  f  d-t E ( d t {Fn -  F )  | F t) i t ,  tp)) =  f  ( ( d-t E (d , (F n -  F )  \ T t), <p)) d t  
Jr  J r
<  f \ ( (E ( .d t {F »  -  F )  I F t) ,d tp ) ) |  d t
< f  ||B (3 t ( F „ - F )  | ^ ) | | 0||S<HI0 *
Jr
— y 0 .
This then completes the verification of formula (4.3).
4.2 A Generalized Clark-Ocone Formula
This is the main result of our second part of the dissertation. As pointed out earlier 
on, extending the Clark-Ocone formula to generalized Brownian functionals that 
meet some restrictions yields a formula of the  same form as equation (4.2), but 
for ease of com putation we will verify the form as given in equation (4.3). For 
our result, we s ta rt w ith laying down the kind of restrictions that the generalized 
Brownian functional has to satisfy.
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Let <3? e  (5)£ with the property tha t <3? =  X ^L o(: '0n; i/n)> fn  €  L2(R®n), dt<3? 
exists in (5)^ and f R [|<9£<3>||̂ p dt <  oo. We first need to extend the definition of 
the conditional expectation E (dt$  I Tt).
D efin ition  4 .3 . Let <3? 6 (5)£ tha t satisfies the above property. For each t, we 
define the conditional expectation of 9t<£ w ith respect to T t to be the function 
whose 5-transform  is given by 
S(E{d&  | ^ t))(0
0 0  r t  r t
i— ^   ̂n  I ' I * * * > ^n—i)£(si) ■ ■ ■ £(̂ 71—1) ds\ • • • dsn- \ .
 1 J —00 J — 00n = l
Of course for such a definition to be valid, S (E (d tG> \ iEt))(^) must satisfy the 
conditions in the characterization Theorem for generalized functions as introduced 
in chapter 2. T h a t is, we need to check that for £, 77 €  5 C(R) and z  € C the function 
S(E (d t$> | ■Trt))(£ + 77) is an entire function and that it satisfies the growth condition. 
Let us start by showing that the function is question is an entire function.
(a) Let f , 77 G 5 C(R) and any z g C .  Then we have
OO r t  r t
S(E(dt$ \ F t))(Z + 71) = Y ^ n /  • • •  / f n ( t , s x, - - -  , S „ - i ) ( * e  +  * 7 ) ( S l ) - - -
J  —00 */ —OO
• • • (z£ +  77) (sn_i) dsx • • • dsn - 1
oo
=  2 ̂   ̂71 I  ' I  f n ( t , Si, , S n —i ) £ ( s X) • - • £(sn_i) cfsX • ■ ■ d s n —\ 
n = 1  J  —OO v/ —OO
OO r t  r t
+ Y 2 n  "  ‘ - , S n - J v i S i )  • • • 77(sn_L) dSi - • • dsn_i-
 1 J  —00 J  —oo7 1 = 1
Now by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, the two series in the last 
equality are complex differentiable. Therefore, the first condition has been 
satisfied.
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(b) The growth condition:
| s ( s ( a *  | j y x o i
. o o  r t  r t
=  ^   ̂^  I  I  f n i i j 5i, j Sn—l)£(^i) * * *£(^n—l) ^5i • * * dsn—\
* n=\ J —OO J —oo
<  | f > ( / „ , ? n |  H « 5‘* . : » |
n = i
^ * 1 1 - , . - ,  II =
<  lift® !!-,,-, 2"/2 exp(l -  #  Ifl^1-* 
=  K  exp[a |f |?/I -# ], Vf € £c,
2 5  —i
where K  =  2 ^ 2||dt$ |[_p >HS and a = (1 -  0 )2T=r. See Theorem 5.7 [21].
Therefore, a  generalized function in the space (S)@ exists for which the given 
expression is its 5 - transform; and th a t function is given by E(dt<& | T t).
We now claim th a t the integral f R d^E(dt^  | T t) dt is defined as a white noise in­
tegral in the P ettis sense. The argument will be similar to the W 1/2 case considered 
earlier. It only suffices to show th a t t  ((dZE(dt$> \ E t),<p)) E L 1(R), V<̂  € (S)p 
since the m easurability condition is obvious by the previous argument.
Let t p  =  52°L i ( : -0 7 l :  ) 9 n )  €  ( S ) p .  Then
f  | |  ? t) , v ) ) \ d t =  f  \{(E(dt$  | Ft),d,<e))|  dt
J r Jr
< f  | | B ( s t «  | ^ ) | L Pi. ^ l i a « ¥ ’IU /s <tt
J  R
<  [  m \ \ - P,-0 mvWpj, ^J R
By assumption, f R \\dt^\i_p _^ dt < oo. Let us choose any q > p > 0 such th a t 
4 ^ - 2(«7-p) <  ^ We will the have the following for the computation.
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[  Wdtvf^p dt = [  ^ n 2{ f n - l ) \ ) l+p\gn(t,-)\2p dt 
Jr Jr  n = 1
<  f  ̂ Z ri2{n^l+P\gn{tr )\2pdt
n= 1
= ^ 2 n 2(n\)l+f}\gn\lI2IP 
n = l  
oo
< £ 22"(n!)1+'!Ar2(l- ''”, |5„|^
7 1 = 1
OO
<  E ( n!)1+', l9"l« =  IMI? < oo.
7 1 = 1
Hence, f R dZE(dt<& \ T t) dt is defined as a white noise integral in the Pettis sense. 
The next Theorem then establishes the second version of the Clark-Ocone formula 
is given in equation (4.3) above.
T h e o re m  4 .4 . Let $  E (5)£ with $  =  ]C^Lo(: *®n : ,/n ), fn  £  L2(R®n). Assume 
that dtG> exists in («5)  ̂ and ||c?£<I>||ip dt < oo for some p > 0. Then, $  can be 
represented as
$  =  E ($ )  + f  d;E (d t$  | T t) dt. (4.4)
Jr
Proof. F irst let =  J2n=o(: '<Sn: i fn)-  Then calculating its 5-transform  yields 
the following
=  « * w . : eU> ■ »
71=0
=  fo +  i > 2 [  ■ ■ [  / n ( « i . - ”  , 5 n ) ^ ( s i ) - - - ^ ( s n ) d s i - - - d s n
n=l ~ °°  — oo
=  fo +  ^ 2  f  ri f  ■■■ f  f n(t, s 1} • • • , sn_!)^(t)e(si) • • •
n = i  J r  J — o o  J — o o
’ £(®n—i)dsx • • • dsn—\dt
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=/<>+ [  m s ( E ( d t$ „  | r tm ) d t  
Jr
= S ( E { i ! „ m )  + s ( f ^ d ; ( E d t$ N | F t) d t \ t f )
= s ( E ( $ N) + J d ; ( E d t$ N \ ? t) d t y o .
This then verifies the decomposition =  E (§ v )  +  f R d lE (d t<&N | E t) dt. Now 
for <& =  ]C^=o(: '<S>n' : ’fn)i with fn  £  L 2(R®n), we have th a t — > $  in (£)£ and
jE($at) — > E(&) as N  — y oo. We only need to check th a t
[  d't {Edt$ v  | F t) dt — > [  d't {Edt<5> \ F t) dt.
J r  J r
We will use Theorem 2.3 to show this convergence. We verify the two conditions 
which are as follows
(a)Let F x  =  S $ n . We claim tha t lim ^ >.00 -£V(0 exists.
FN(i)  =  S (£ ($ W))(?) + S  ^ d ; E ( d t$ N I F , ) d t \ (()
= f o + f  f  ( t )S (E (d & N I r t)KC) dt.
Jr
Now, we note tha t as M — > oo, we obtain the pointwise lim it of the integrand in 
the above integral because 
S (E (d t$ N | F t))(£)
N  r t  r t
=  i> 2 n [  f  fn{t ,  S i , - ’ - , 5 n - l ) ? ( S i )  •  •  ' €(sn- i )  ds  i  •  •  •  dsn- i
n = l  J — o o  J— oo
0 0  r t  r t
^  '  n  I ’ I  fn(fi  Si,  , S n _ i ) £ ( S j . )  • • • £ ( s n _ i )  ds i  • • • dsn—i -
 1 J — o o  J —00
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Moreover, an attepm t to obtain a bound for the quantity | <l?Ar | ^ t))(^)|
yields the following estimate 
|S E (d ,* „  I ^ t) ( 0 |
r t  r t
-  5 Z  71 /  ' "  /  51 ’ ‘ ' '  ’ (* i) • * ’ C (Sn-l) dSi • • • dsn- i
n=l ~ °°  00
< |« 3 , 4 , : e « > : ) ) |
This bound obtained above is integrable because
f j d & W - p . - p W  : e('’°  : \\P,f} d t  =  II: e<'’°  : IL  f j W L p . - f i  d t  <  °°’
since / R|[3t$||^_p _^dt < 0 0  by assumption in the Theorem.
Hence, by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, lim,v >00 S{§x)(Ci —
fo + f R€(t) lim/v—>oo S E (d t$N  j dt and so lim^ — +00 FN(<f) exists.
(b) We claim that -FV(£) satisfies the growth condition.
|f> ( f ) | =  |S(<f>„)(f)|
<  l/ol +  f  |f ( t ) | |S £ ( 8 ,S w | F ,m \d tJ R
< l /o |  +  [  |f(£ )|||d t<$j|_p _/3 expfajiflj^jdt
J  R
<  l/o| + exp[a\^\^] dt J j \ d t ^ 2_p _0dt.
But f R \\dt$\\2_p _pdt < 0 0  and [<f(£)|2dt <  0 0  since <f £ S(R)  C L2(R). If we 
let K  =  / R |£(t)|2df / R||a t$ | |^ p _pdt, we get the desired bound for the growth 
condition which is independent on N  for every f  6  «SC(1R). We now conclude 
th a t f R d;E{dt$ N I T t)d t  — ► f R d ;E (d t$ \ T t)d t  since S E (d t$ N \ E t) ( 0  — > 
S E (d t$  j E t)(^) from the above argument. This then completes the verification 
for the extended formula (4.4). □
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4.3 The Formula for the Hermite Brownian 
Functional
In this section we verify the Clark-Ocone formula for the Hermite Brownian func­
tional using the  Ito formula.
L em m a 4.5 . Let B (t) , t  > 0 be a Brownian motion. Then the Hermite Brownian 
functional : B ( t)n : t is a martingale.
Proof. Let A €  K and set Y\(t) =  eAB̂ - 2At‘ . We first show tha t the process 
(1a(£), t > 0} is a martingale (See [8]). First we show integrability. We observe 
that A (t) is .^-m easurable. Moreover,
= e 2 e 2 =  1
which shows integrability.
Now let t  > s. We can write
Y\(t) =  e^(5)-iA 2seA(B(t)-S(s))-|A2(t-s)
=  Yx(s)eX(-m - B(-s))- * xS(t- s)
Since B(t)  — B (s)  is independent of any F s-measurable function, we have 
E[Yx(t) | F 3] =  r A(s)£[eXB(t- s)-5 A2(£- 5)]
=  Fa(s) almost surely by the integrability result above.
We have the generating function for : B{t)n :t given by
y *  —r : B {t)n :t= e*3® -***  (4.5)
Z?onl
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Taking the conditional expectation on both sides of (4.5) we obtain
71=0 71=0
By comparing coefficients of An, we get
£ ( :  t | == .BO,)":
which completes the proof for the lemma. □
Next we verify the  formula for the Hermite Brownian functional : B (t)n :t.
T h e o re m  4.6. Let t G [0,1] and B(t) a Brownian motion. Then,
E (ds : B ( t )n : t I 3=,) — n  '■ B (s )n~l :s l[o,t](s) and the Clark-Ocone representation 
formula for : B ( t)n :t is given by:
: B (t)n :t=  r  n  : B (s)n~l :s dB(s). (4.6)
Jo
Proof. Consider the function 9(t, x ) =: x n :t. Then by using the generating function
00 \n
£ 5  n!
the following formulas can easily be verified:
^  9(t,x) =  - | n ( n  -  1) : x n~2 :t .
Q
6{t, x) =  n  : x n~l :t -ox
^  6{t, x) =  \ n ( n  — 1) : x n~2 :t .dx2 ’ 2
By the Ito formula,
dS(t,B(t)) =  ^e(t ,B{t ))dB(t)  +  ( I ^ 9 ( t , B ( t ) )  +  J^(t,B (t)))  dt.
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Putting it in integral form,
: m ” =  f ‘ J ^ (s’ B (s» d B W  +  f ‘ B W  +  § ^ e (s ’ B (s» )  ds
=  f  n :  B (s )n~l :3 dB{s) + f  \ n ( n  — 1) : B (s)n~2 :s ds 
Jo Jo ^
-  J  -  1) : B(s)n~2 :s ds
=  f  n :  B is )71- 1 :s dBis).
Jo
Since 2?[: B ( t)n :£] =  0, it remains to be shown that
E{ds : B (t)n :t\ E s)dBis)  =  T n  : B is ) n~l :s dB is). (4.7)
Jo Jo
We can first write : B it )71 :£ in terms of Wick tensors as
: B(f)» :,= (: •*”
We then obtain
6. : 5 (f)” =  n{:
= n  : B i t )n~l :t l[0,t](s).
Since : B i t ) 71 :£ is a martingale as earlier noted, it follows that
E id s : B it)71 :t \ E s) = n :  B is )71' 1 :s l [0,£](s).
and so
f 1 E id s : B i t )71 :£| E s)dBis) = f  n  : B is )n~l :s l [0>£](s)d5(s)
Jo Jo
= f  n  : B is ) 71- 1 :s dBis).
Jo
which then verifies the Clark-Ocone formula for : B i t ) 71 :£ . □
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4.4 The Formula for Donsker’s Delta Function
As a specific example of the results obtained in section 4.2 above, we consider 
Donsker’s delta function. For Sa the  Dirac delta function a t a and B (t)  a Brow­
nian motion, the Donsker’s delta function 8{B{t) — a) is a  generalized Brownian 
functional with the following W iener-Ito decomposition ([18]) given by:
1 2 00 1
S { m  ~ a) = T m e~ "  n iF  : •*“ (4-8)
71=0
T h eo rem  4.7. Let —a) be Donsker’s delta function. Then the Clark-Ocone
representation formula for S(B(t) — a) is given by:
4m )  - a ) = + L  (4-9)
Proof. Since (: -®n : >lp[t]) = :  B ( t)n : t , equation (4.8) can also be w ritten as
s m )  ~ a) =  ~ : a" : : : t4-10)
* ‘ 71=0
We now know from Theorem 4.6 th a t : B ( t )n : t = n : B ( s )n~1: s dB(s).  Hence,
I 2 I °° 1
1 2 i 00 i r t
=  7 m e~'w d B ( s )
1 2 r t 00 i 2 i
“  '■a " i B « •
The following 2 formulas can be used to simplify the in tegrand in the last equality:
t2x 2 — 2txy  -+- t 2y 2
= w exp
n = 0
2(1 — t 2) t  |<  1. (4.11)
: [cru)n :a2 = crn : un :i . (4-12)
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From the second formula above, we get
: un :i =  —  : (au)n . a n v '  a
Therefore,
00 f n  1 ] 1
vT : W  =  - J T T tI “ P
n = 0
2 „ , 2 "£2a r  — 2txy  -f- £ y 
2(1 -  £2)
P ut a x  = u, Ay = v. Then
V - '  £ "  1  n  1  n  _  1
2 - s n 'a ” ‘ U  Xn '*  v T ~ £ 2
n = 0
exp
Let £ =  r .  Then we obtain
T n  1  „  1  _ . n  .  _  1
^  n! : U !<r2 An ' V 'A2 v/1 ^ 2
7 1 = 0
exp
2(1 -  £2)
— 2-r-yU?; +  rf-i;2(7“ (T A A-
2 ( 1 - r 2)
P u t o’2 =  £, A2 =  s. to  obtain
r n 1S n! ( ^ ) n (>/i)I n n  1: u :t: v :s =  ■ o exp T ^ 2 ~  2 r4 - t« /  +  ^ 2‘2(1 -  r 2)
(4.13)
Differentiating both sides of equation (4.13) in v we obtain
— - ______ i _
^  (n -  1)! (v/£i)n
_ 2  u t    2 v r 2
n  n  \Z fo i s: u :t : t r  :ff =  u  o exp
v / T ^ ^  2(1 - r 2)
r 2 u 2    2 r u n
t  \ / f s +
2(1 -  r 2
(4.14)
Substitute a for u, B (s)  for v, and for r  in equation(4.14) to get 
00 l
I !  = “■ * * « * = •
1
\ A 2(1 -  f)
exp 2(1 -  f)
\ f ta  — y/tB(s)
— 7,— ^ — exP(£ — s) 2
fq 2 - 2 a £ Q ? ) + £ ( s ) 21 
2 (£ — s)
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n=1 '
\/£(a — B(s)) exp a 2 f a 2 - 2 a £ ( s ) + £ ( s )
21
2f 2 (£ — s)
The power for the exponential expression in the above equation reduces to
a
2t
f a 2 -  2 aB{s) + B (s)2 _  - a 2 - 2  aB(s) + B {s¥
2(t — s) 21 2 t{ t — s) 2 (t — s)
_  — (t — s)a2 +  sa2 —2aB(s) + B (s )2 
~  2t(t -  s) 2(£ -  s)
_  a2 _  -2 a B {s)  + B (s)2
2 (t — s) 2 (t — s)
(a -  B ( s ))2
2 (£ — s)
Therefore
^  —  s i  n  o /  \ n  y/t(a — B(s)) (a -  B (s ) ) ‘ 
2 (t — s)
Hence
 ;g 2£ -)-
y/2irt J  — CO
_*£ 
re
( n - l ) \ t n
  , 1 \/i{a  — B ( s ))
e a* +  / - 7 = — -------- 5— exp
00 V ®  ( i - s ) t
: an :t: B (s )n~l :s dB(s)
y/2irt
1 ___
■; ■ e 2‘ 4-
“s/27r£ j  —00
fJ  —c
/J c
(a -  B(s)) 21
1 y/i(a — B (s))  
V2tt (£ — s) 2
exp
2{t -  s )
(a -  H (s))2-'
2 (£ -  s)
dB{s)
dB(s).
which gives us the desired result, and completes the proof.
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4.5 Generalization to Compositions with 
Tempered Distributions
In this section we generalize the Clark-Ocone formula to Brownian functionals of 
the  form f (B ( t ) )  where /  G <S'(R). We first state a Theorem wich verifies that 
indeed f ( B ( t ) )  is a generalized function. For the proof see [21], [22],
T h e o re m  4 .8 . Let f  G <S'(R). Then f{B ( t) )  — (f ,5 ( B ( t ) — (-))) is a generalized 
Brownian functional w ith the following series representation:
1 00 1
f m ) )  =  B ( t r :  -  ( 4 1 5 )
x 2
where €n,t(x ) = : x n -t is a  function in <S(R) and (-, •) is the pairing between 
<S'(R) and <S(R).
T h e o re m  4.9 . Let /  G <S'(R). Then, the Brownian functional f (B { t))  has the 
following Clark-Ocone representation formula:
n m ) = - m  L  m e ~'i d x + L  i i
(4.16)
Proof. For /  G <S'(R) and £n,t(x) = : x n : te~^i G <S(R) the pairing ( /, £n,t) is the
2
integral : x n : dx. Therefore,
1 00 1
/<*(*)) =
= v f e  § ^  a f ( x ) :  * ) : m " : *
=  - m  L  i ^ e ' ’i d x  +  E  v f e f S F  ( /  /(* )  : • ' *  * )  ■ B W T :
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Let K  denote the second summand in th e  last equality above. Then we obtain
K  =  E / _  v f e s i F  ( I  /(*> « - * * )  I B M
=  / „  v f c  ( X  / W  §  (n -1 ) !« ” : : ‘ : dB {s)-
But
n r>r \n - l  \ f t (x  — B{s)) -fa-g^))2
Therefore,
( t - s )  t  ;
Applying integration by parts to A" yields the following
*  ■ /i s  ■ ' «
■  /.I ̂ 7 F T 7  (/. ''<»~"ia2*) '»w
Hence
/(B ( t) )  =  7 m S u m e ~‘i i x + L  d B M -
which is the Clark- Ocone formula for f ( B { t ) )  for which 
and
E { d , f (B ( t ) )  | T .)  = 1 f  f \ x ) e - i!^ d x .
y j 2nr(t — s ) J r
This finishes the  proof. □
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